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The importance of the question of the relations be-

р
,tween the state and economic life has changed considerably

during the last thirty years. Before the war in theory the

programme of some parties, e.g. the soeialist party, included

the nationalization and socialization of production. Besides,

the question as to how far such nationalization would be pos-

sible was the subject of some scientific discussions. Yet in

practice the only discussions were as to whether private en-

terprise or the uunicipalities were better fit to take over

gas and electric light in the st important cities, whether

railways would be better in private possession or in the par-

tial or total possession of the government. As a whole, econo-

mic opinion tended towards moderate liberalism concerning the





direct influence of the government and other public bodies on

economic life,

On the other hand, indirect influence of the govern-

went on economic affairs was entirely recognized, with the

only exception, perhaps, of England, Europe and America saw

in free trade a Utopian ideal but considered the protection

of their own industry and arriculture as the most important

task of economic policy.

This changed considerably during the war. The gigantic

efforts of the war necessarily brought governmental control of

production and consumption in all belligerent countries to an

extent which was not very far from a socialist ideal. Ргойце-

tion was for many years not under the auspices of private en-

terprise but of an economic plan given by the zovernment and

controlled by central offices, managed by the industrial lead-

ers as well as by zovermnment officials.

After the war, in the countries of the Allies these

central institutions disappeared; the other countries which

had lost the war pussed through a period of inflation which

caused a rationaiization of production and consumption very

similar to war-time, Besides, there were many causes pressing

permanently in the direction of governmental influence on

economie life. Revolution in Central Turope brought success

to socialist parties and many socialists became ministers and

prime ministers. Revolution had created three bolshsvist coun-

tries in Europe, red Hungary, red Bavaria and the Soviet Union,

of which the Soviet Union remained and exerted considerable

influence in many other countries. Further, it is an old ex-

perience that times of need call much more urgently for govern-

mental influence on economic affairs than times of economic

peace and of national wealth, Last, not least, it may be re-

marked that socialism and communism did not remain the only





systems of a highly augmented covernmental influence on econo-

mie affairs, but that a new system, which we could perhaps call

a fascist system, was not only planned but also realized, e.8.

in Italy. Cther plans were demonstrated in voluminous scientif-

ic works such as "The Universalism" by Professor Spann and "An

Economic system without Interest" by German rational socialists,

All demonstrations for liberalism and free trade, all

theoretical and practical crities and unsuccessful attempts of

direct governmental influence on economic life, can not change

the historical fact that the fluctuations of economic crises

through which we are passing have caused a governmental in-

fluence on economic life, which is far more extensive and far

more important than any practical measures in pre-war times,

at least in the last 50 or 60 years. It is certainly interest-

ing to know the immediate causes of this movement.

An inquiry into the principal causes of the augmented

governmental infiuence on economic conditions demonstrates the

poverty which the great war has created in large parts of Eu-

rope, especially in Central Europe. In many countries a con-

siderable part of the population has no reliable sources of

income, not even a living wage, The dismemberment of the form-

er Austro-Hungarian lMionarchy, as well as of other countries in

Europe, has put in jeopardy the existence of whole branches

of production and, in intimate connection with sueh branches,

the question of employment for tens of thousands of men. It

is clear that employment is a question of existence, and that,

especially in the time after the war, in which so many people

have made an enormous saerifice of wealth and blood for their

countries, they want their countries to guarantee them at

least a minimum of existence. The creation of artificial states

without sufficient economie resources was followed by unem-

pioyment, hundreds of thousands livins on artificial income,



 



i.e. doles, while others lived on wages paid by artifieially

created industries. To a certain extent all countries were in

such a situation on account of war debts, reparations payments,

the payment of international loans, public as well as private,

The consequence of the loss of wealth was also a levelling of

incomes, which, on the other hand, caused an insufficiency of

direct taxes, on the continent based on progressive schemes,

The consequences were new taxes on consumption which diminish-

ed the general standard of life to its utmost limits, Under

these circumstances, the naturai reserves, derived from saving

capital, partially disappeared, increasing the necessity of

governmerital help at the first sign of a crisis, The effect of

nearly every serious crisis in recent years with regard to

banks as well as industries, was that governmental help had to

be employed to avoid a much more serious crisis with increas-

ing unewployment and general bankruptcy. On the other hand,

governments have no other income than that from taxes and cus-

toms, And the immediate effect of assistance granted to diffe-

rent branches of production, was the permanent increase of

taxation and the disturbance of free trade by higher duties,

Ali this happened at a time when a strong and sound develop-

ment of economic life would have been the only sound basis for

increased receipts, This state of affairs led to the European

crisis of 1931. Governmental supervision of many important

banks became necessary in many countries; restrietions in

foreign exchange transactions followed in more than 30 coun-

tries in Europe, Asia and America, Partly in connection with

such measures were regulations of the balance of trade and the

balance of payments by import restrictions and restrictions of

payments, which nearly reached war-time experiments, Restric-

tions on the one hand caused new restrictions on the other,

Governmental assistance to one branch of production caused a





demand for equal assistance to other branches. Cne of the most

characteristic features of our time is what Professor Schultze,

of leipzig, calls "the democracy of wants", that is, the demand

for a certain standard of life to be supplied by government

without any consideration of economic conditions and the limit-

ed reserves of goods at disposal, Besides, it was obvious that

the general crisis was partially caused by the faise distribu-

tion of capital and goods; and this was also a consequence of

the world war, Moreover, the masses neither respected nor want-

ed to respect the necessary economic limits, In such a situa-

tion and under the impression of a certain overestimation of a

governments possible efficiency, caused partially by socialis-

tic and communistie ideas, many countries had suddenly to under-

take the solving of economic problems, without any preparation

or any organic regulation as a whole, whereas in peaceful times

a satisfying result might have been attained with careful pre-

paration and on the basis of a well thought out plan, Moreover,

there were no favourable preconditions for the ruthless execu-

tion of certain plans and the unconditional carrying out of the

most important measures, for it was extremely difficult, espe-

cially in some of the newly formed democracies, to gain the

necessary general consent for inevitable economie sacrifices,

In general, we find governments overwhelmed with economic

claims without. sufficient possibilities of controling economic

life, There is no sound equilibrium between the demands of con-

sumption and the possibilities of production, at least not in

the present economic condition of the world. We observe a lack

of economie organisation in many countries, not only in na-

tional economic Life but also in international economic rela-

tions. The question is, how to find the way out of the situa-

tien, in which any further progress of governmental influence

is condemned to insufficiency. On the other hand, the sudden





return to complete economie independence would possibly cause

total destruction and economic anarchy, while a much better

state of national and international economic relations than we

find in many countries since the war would be the first condi-

tion for a restauration of economie freedom,

The third part of our investigation deals with the pro-

blems of a new and more definitive regulation of the relations

between government and economic Life in the interests of both.

The first statement, T think, we must make, is that the rela-

tions between government and economic branches in the different

countries were not aiways regulated in the most favourable way:

the connection was a rather intermittent one and not close

enough. For instance, in many countries ro direct representa-

tives of most of the econcmie branches take part in legislation,

except perhaps the fascist and to a certain degree, the bol-

schevist system, Some institutions, like the German Reichswirt-

scnaftsrat, did not attain the influence originally planned, or,

the Austrian Stándekamer, was only planned but not creat-E > x D

ей till now, I consider it, therefore, a matter worthy of most

careful discussion, whether economic representatives, either as

a part of existing legislative bodies or as a second legisia-

tive body, would not be useful. The second problem seems to be

that considerable difficulties in the relations between govern-

ment and business life arise from the fact that, in the strug-

gle between workers and employsrs, government is practically

forced to interfere, The intervention cf government usually

takes place at a point when such interference has the арреаг-

ance of animosity against one of the litigant parties. It seems

to me most important to find a better organisation of permanent

direct coöperation of workers and employers ~- perhaps under the

auspices of government - with the purpose of attaining a cer-

tain degree of self-reguiation. The third problem is that more
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favourable economic balances must quite automatically facili-

tate the work of government and diminish the necessity of zov-

srnmental interference, It is thus quite clear that the econo-

mic development of the world in general, and. of Europe in

particular, is of the highest importance for the development>

of the relations between economie life and government, Above

ali it is a most important truth that more Limited but perma-

nent and more organic noasures. of governmental organisation

concerning economic and business life were more valuable than

шоге comprehensive but only temporary measures, And even from

the point of visw of liberalism and extreme free trade, which

I personally dc not unconditionally share, it Seems much

sasier to arrive ut a state of sreater economic freedom through

an organisation which at least temporarily ensures a certain

economic equilicrium, than through permanent fluctuations be-

tween government control and economic anarchy. Besides, all

necessary measures will be much more effective if they are

Supported by international co-operation, Yet even this inter-

national co-operation ean only be an assistance, and, as is

always the case in international work, the principal and in-

itial work must be carried out by single countries, It is

futile to wait for a wonder but, through concentrated work,

valuable results may be attained,




